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lightweight methodologies 75
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lines of code (LOC) 137
Linux 191, 345
loads 217
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macro perspective 19
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management and administration (M&A) 120
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management stage gates 25
management support 176, 185
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Maslow’s hierarchy 111
Maslow’s theory 302
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McGregor’s theory 303
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micro management 291
micro perspective 19
Microsoft Excel 338
Microsoft’s .Net 88
middleware 240
mitigation 171
mitigation strategies 169
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motivation 302
motivational techniques 199
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near shore 260
negative reinforcement 199
negotiated cost 154
net present value (NPV) 35
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object points 140
object-oriented (OO) programming 79
office productivity suites 286
offshore 260
offshore outsourcing 260
on shore 260
online analytical processing (OLAP) 369
open source 191
operation 61
operation 66
operational level 29
operations and maintenance (O&M) 120
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organizational breakdown structure (OBS) 126
organizational goals 29
organizational planning 291
organizational project maturity 376
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original critical path method (CPM) 144
original duration (OD) 321
outsourcing 258
outsourcing 44, 173
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overloading 229
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pair programming 77, 323
paper prototype 72
paper prototypes 45
Pareto chart 207
part breakdown structure (PBS) 128
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payroll (PR) 328
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peer reviews 206, 325
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performance management 24
performance measurement baseline 154
performance measurement baseline (PMB) 313
performance reporting 56, 279
performing 304
performing organization 132
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personnel closeout 245
pessimistic 142
PHP 84, 346
Plan Gantt chart 154
plan item 153
planned costs 124
planned mitigation 171
planning 51
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platform independent 203
playback 219
PMP (Project Management Professional) 56
political risks 162
polymorphism 81
portability 117, 191
portfolio management 357
portfolio optimization 268
portfolio theory 361
positive reinforcement 199
power vs. concern 277
precedence diagramming method (PDM) 144
precedence relations 148
preferred individual 136
preliminary product manifestations 26
prevention 204
probability 166
process groups 51
process security 193
procurement 55, 248
procurement audits 244
procurement audits 257
procurement management 52
procurement planning 248
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product scope 106
product security 193
program evaluation and review technique (PERT) 142
program office 352
programming language 88
project business plan 34
project calendar 103
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project charter 31

project control panel 374
project coordinator 287
project documentation 282
project expeditor 287
project initiation 31
Project Management Institute (PMI) 14
project management maturity 376
project management maturity model (PMMM) 376
project management office 352
project management office (PMO) 44
project management organizations 48
project management professional (PMP) 14
project management support offices 352
project master plan 100
project portfolio 357
project proposals 32
project risk log 179
project scope 106
project scoring 42
project selection 29
project sponsor 9
projectized 155, 197, 287
prototype 45
prototyping 72
purchase order (PO) 251
pure risk 161

Q
quality assurance 55
quality audits 211
quality control 185
quality criteria 132
quality function deployment (QFD) 206, 223
quality management 23, 52
quality management systems 115
quality programs 223
quality stage gates 26
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rational unified process (RUP) 70, 71, 74, 186
reality check 136
recoverability 72, 191
recoverable 203
recycle 197
refactoring 76
referent 277
relational database management software (RDBMS) 345
release 237
reliability 192
report generation 286
reporting level 314
reports 129
request for proposal (RFP) 254
request for quotation (RFQ) 254
requirement discovery 109
requirements 11
requirements traceability 215
requirements traceability matrix 62
resource assignment 150
resource Gannt chart 294
resource histogram 294
resource leveling 151
responsibility assignment matrix 294
responsibility assignment matrix (RAM) 128
retest 216
reusability 72
reusable 79
reusable component 86
reuse foundations 88
reverse tracing 217
reward 277
risk 157
risk 157
risk averse 158
risk event 159
risk identification 158
risk identification 27
risk management 52
risk management 25
risk quantification 158
risk response 169
risk response control 179
risk response control 158, 185
risk response development 158
risks 11
robustness 192
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rollup 318

S
sampling 217
Sarbanes-Oxley Act (SOX) 110, 354
satisfaction criteria 19
scalability 72, 191, 192, 217
schedule 22
schedule compression 146
schedule control 185
schedule performance index (SPI) 187
schedule variances 327
scope 13
scope change control 106
scope change control 185
scope creep 178, 188
scope definition 106
scope definition 121
scope initiation 106
scope management 52, 106
scope planning 106
scope verification 106
scope verification 55
scoring and ranking methods 43
screening criteria 255
screens 129
secure 203
security holes 193
security risks 272
selective outsourcing 259
service level agreement (SLA) 208
Service Oriented Architectures 79
shareware 343
short list 255
silver bullet 176
SIMULA 83
single-phase 113
single-source procurement 254
Six Sigma 225
skill mix 292
slack 146
smalltalk 84
smoothing 306
SOA 79

(Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) 79
software acquisition 79
software acquisition 249
software architects 292
software capability maturity model 89
software development life cycle (SDLC) 58
software development standards 227
software engineering 59
software engineering 22
software engineering body of knowledge (SWEBOK) 92
Software Engineering Institute (SEI) 22, 88
software reuse 85
sole source procurement 254
solicitation 248
solicitation planning 248
solver 36
source selection 248
structured query language (SQL) 71
staff acquisition 291
stakeholder action plan 277
stakeholder identification 274
stakeholder management 274
stakeholders 6
standard calendars 154
standard deviation 143
standard forms 371
standards 23
standards manuals 229
star topology 369
stated requirements 191
statement of work 11
statement of work (SOW) 110, 250
static testing 220
status reports 281
storming 304
storyboards 73
strategic alliances 264
strategic level 29
structural capital 366
structured interviews 110
structured problem solving 306
structured walkthroughs 367
subject-matter experts 292
success criteria 20
success factors 20
sunk cost 45, 319
support 23
supportive 300
switching costs 261
SWOT 159
symptoms 175
synchronous 118, 285
system designers 292
system test 213
systems integration 62

time and material (T&M) 251
tact knowledge 366
tactical level 29
task estimation 132
task sequencing 143
tasks 108, 122
taxonomy 165
team building 297, 304
team development 291
team morale 188
technical experts 292
technical requirements 31
templates 371
test harnesses 78, 213
test metrics 214
test plans 53
test script 62
test scripts 215
testable 203
testing 61
testing data 214
testing tools 215
thin clients 240
Threat Frequencies 166
threats 160
tight matrix 289
time and attendance 323
time in grade 135
time management 52
time periods 153
time value of money 35
timebox 70
timing 217
tolerance 168
tolerances 198
top down estimating 136
total cost of ownership (TCO) 35
total project budget 154
total quality management (TQM) 206, 223
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tree structure 122
trend analysis 209
trust 193
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UML 68
UML (unified modeling language) 81
unadjusted function point total (UFP) 139
uncertainty 159
unforeseeable risks 162
unit testing 54
unplanned mitigation 171
unpriced 154
unstated requirements 191
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use case scenarios 77, 215
use cases 45, 112
user documentation 54
user friendliness 72
user interface 229
user involvement 176
utility 66
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validation 23
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vendor 249
verification 22
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version 216
version control 239
version control 72
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volume testing 215
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W
walkthroughs 325
war room 282
waterfall 65
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Web services 79
white-box (structural) testing 213
win-win 255
withdrawal 306
work breakdown structure (WBS) 122
work breakdown structure (WBS) 55
work packet 237
work packets 55, 108, 124
work periods 153
workaround 171, 179
workbenches 72
working prototypes 45
World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) 94
wrongdoing 257
WYSIWYG (what you see is what you get) 71
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